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Senator Prague, Representative Zalaski, and distinguished members of the Committee:  
 
My name is Matt Santacroce, Policy Fellow at Connecticut Voices for Children, a research-based 
public education and advocacy organization that works statewide to promote the well-being of 
Connecticut’s children, youth, and families. I am here today to testify in support of S.B. 258, An Act 
Concerning an Increase in the Maximum Allowable Unemployment Compensation Trust Fund Balance. 
 
This legislation would take an important step towards remedying one of several structural flaws in 
Connecticut’s UI financing system.  Federal labor officials generally recommend that state trust 
funds maintain an AHCM of 1.0.  Trust funds with this level of savings will ensure that the state has 
enough money in the bank to pay out one year of UI benefits during a recession of historically 
average severity.  The average high-cost multiple (AHCM) is a commonly-used measure of trust 
fund solvency, using a state’s past performance to assess the adequacy of current reserves by 
comparing trust-fund savings to historically high UI benefit payout levels in previous recessions.  
 
Currently, Connecticut law sets a trust-fund reserve goal that is equal to or greater than 0.8 percent 
of total wages paid by taxable employers in a given year.  This “reserve ratio” system allowed the UI 
trust fund to remain relatively solvent through much of the previous decade, with counter-cyclical 
increases in the fund balance tax rate used to recoup drawdowns on the trust fund in times of 
higher-than-normal unemployment – but left Connecticut ill-equipped to withstand the 
unprecedented unemployment spurred by the Great Recession.   
 
The AHCM reserve goal provides a more realistic measure of potential liability – and would 
prepare Connecticut, at least in part, for future large-scale, recession-related drawdowns.  Indeed, 
only 17 states entered the most recent recession with an AHCM at or above 1.0.  Of these seventeen 
states, all but four were debt-free in the third quarter of 2011.  And of these four states, three – 
Florida, Arizona, and Nevada – withstood the very worst of the foreclosure crisis.  In contrast, of 
the 33 states that entered the recession with less than a year’s savings accumulated, 24 – Connecticut 
among them – have had to borrow from the federal government to stay current on UI payments.  
Phasing in an AHCM goal of 1.0 is a common sense fix that would leave us better prepared 
for future spikes in unemployment.  
 
However, this reform as a standalone measure fails to address a root cause of Connecticut’s current 
trust-fund insolvency.  Critically, Connecticut’s capacity to accumulate adequate trust fund reserves 
is severely limited due to a taxable wage base that has been frozen since 1999.  Generally speaking, 
UI benefits are paid out as a percentage of a worker’s wages – so as wages in Connecticut increased 
over the past decade, so too did our state’s liability to potential UI claimants.  However, the amount 
of each employee’s wages that can be subjected to state UI tax has been capped at $15,000 since 
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1999.  As a result, employer-paid UI taxes in Connecticut are severely misaligned with the wages 
they are meant to replace – a situation that left us unprepared for the worst economic downturn in a 
lifetime.   
 
In sum, it is essential that Connecticut take comprehensive action to fix the way it funds 
unemployment insurance.  By linking employer contribution requirements to the rate of wage 
growth in Connecticut – something seventeen states, including Rhode Island and New Jersey, 
currently do – the UI system would be funded at a rate that reflects the realities of our state’s 
economy.  Moreover, these common-sense reforms would reaffirm our commitment to a 
dependable, affordable UI system for all workers – not just those currently out of a job.  Employers 
and state government must be equal partners in restoring solvency and stability to a work support 
that provides security to so many in Connecticut.  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. For further information, Voices has released a full-
length issue brief on the unemployment compensation trust fund that provides in-depth analysis of 
these points.  The brief is attached to this testimony, and is also available on our website, 
www.ctkidslink.org.  
 
I look forward to your questions. 
 


